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ARTICLE 7

Mind The Gap: Decolonizing the Developmental Writing
Classroom Through a Theory of Cultural Rhetorics
K. Jamie Woodlief, West Chester University

ABSTRACT
This article argues that many assumptions made about developmental students and their
capabilities are rooted in the colonized classroom. Common best practices in introductory
college composition tend to work within the confines of dominant culture, particularly in
the structure, genres, and language choices we teach. Strides have been made to create
innovative pedagogies using multimodal forms and unexpected genres to better serve the
traditionally underserved populations in academics. Many of these innovations fall under
the broader theory of cultural rhetorics. Applying a theory of cultural rhetorics can break
down some common assumptions and improve pedagogical practices in the developmental
writing classroom. This article shows that practices such as translingualism and the
narrative genre have the potential to better serve under-represented minority students, who
are often over-represented in the basic writing classroom.

Mind the Gap: Decolonizing the Developmental Writing Classroom through a
Theory of Cultural Rhetorics
In the summer of 2014 I began teaching for my university’s Academic Development Summer Bridge Program. I had experience with these types of programs
from teaching at a local community college, previous to my current full-time
position. Due to this previous experience, I was eager to take on the opportunity once again in 2014. The student population in these programs tend to be
more diverse than non-developmental students as minorities are overrepresented in remedial courses (Bernstein, 2013, p. 115). They often start at an academic
disadvantage coming from under-funded schools with fewer resources to aid
their students. Students may also face a non-traditional home life with less support, limited access to a distraction free environment both inside and outside
of school, and a lack of financial support to buy the needed school supplies. In
my experience, these factors contribute to an increased motivation, just one
of the many reasons I prefer working with this student population. However,
these factors also contribute to a lack of knowledge about standard practices in
academic writing. In fact, many of these students have a deficiency in academic
standards in general including study skills, time management, critical reading
and thinking, and expectations regarding classroom behavior. This deficiency
leads to a lack of confidence which may lead to frustration with the rigorous
coursework of college, particularly if professors have not taken these factors
into consideration. “Minority students’ underprepared status often serves to
compound their marginalization and oppression” (Bernstein, 2013, p. 115).
Sanchez and Paulson suggest, “A more progressive and democratic pedagogical approach to teaching academic literacy would be one in which students
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learn not only how to read and write academic texts, but also how to examine
critically the discourse that makes up their world(s)” (qtd. in Bernstein, 2013,
p. 115), and cultural discourse is best conveyed through narrative; stories from
those who have lived the experience. Instructors in these classes often have the
added burden of incorporating these skills and managing a more rigorous support system. However, the added benefit of seeing these students succeed after
all of the hard work is gratifying.
I had no training in teaching developmental courses; I had to learn through
my experiences, and I made quite a few mistakes in the first few years. I did not
consider where these students were coming from and how that may affect their
learning styles. I conducted the class much like a high school English class with
basic paragraph writing and grammar tests, believing developmental meant
they were not able to handle a more challenging curriculum. I soon learned this
was not the case at all. In fact, studies have shown these students can handle
the same coursework as non-developmental students if they have more support
and the right pedagogical methods. Janikka Charlton immersed her students in
writing studies “to disrupt common assumptions about the purpose(s) of firstyear writing classes and to make the familiar… strange again (Bernstein, 2013,
p. 105). This writing studies curriculum had students reading and discussing
scholarly articles about composition; a practice that many of her colleagues
were dubious about. And it worked. Students were more engaged, gained confidence, and improved their writing when they were held to higher expectations
(Berstein, 2013, p. 110). Our assumptions about developmental students and
their capabilities are rooted in the colonized classroom.
Cultural rhetorics can improve our pedagogies in the developmental writing
classroom. Common best practices in introductory college composition tend
to work within the confines of dominant culture, particularly in the structure,
genres, and language choices we teach. Strides have been made to create innovative pedagogies using multimodal forms and unexpected genres to better serve
the traditionally underserved student population in academics. Under-represented minority students often end up in developmental writing courses which
follow strict curriculum guidelines and usually do not require, nor encourage, innovative thinking. Malea Powell, Daisy Levy, Andrea Riley-Mukavetz,
Marilee Brooks-Gillies, Maria Novotny, and Jennifer Fisch-Ferguson would see
this type of a curriculum as working within colonial rhetorical practices. However, in their essay, “Our Story Begins Here: Constellating Cultural Rhetorics”
these authors also believe, “Academia can be an indigenous, decolonial space
as well” (2014, p. 2). The authors refer to decolonial as relating, “specifically to
stories from the perspective of colonized cultures and communities that are
working to delink from the mechanisms of colonialism. This delinking encourages a shift to a set of knowledge-making practices that don’t reinforce colonial
logics, which also form the roots of systems like capitalism” (2014, p. 3). In this
article, I will show how instructors can create an “indigenous, decolonial space”
in first-year writing classrooms, and I will attempt to explore solutions to a long
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standing pedagogical question: how do we acknowledge, encourage and teach
students from colonized cultures?
Malea Powell et al. describe a different way of looking at cultural rhetorics. The
article is written in narrative form to stress the importance of narrative to voice
and agency amongst underrepresented populations, “If you’re not practicing
story, you’re doing it wrong” (2014, p. 3). The authors explain their choice to
use the narrative form:
First, because of its imaginative power in our own writing and thinking process. Second as a dual nod to the Greco-Roman-centricity of our discipline
and to the performance-focused nature of much of cultural rhetorics practice.
Third, as a way to emphasize the fluid and shifting nature of this thing we’re
calling cultural rhetorics, and the necessity of deliberatively reflexive practice
that such methodology requires. Fourth, as a way to clear a path through the
complex tangle of theory and practice we want to embody in this writing--as
a way to show how we’re navigating the intellectual trade routes that cultural
rhetorics gathers together. (2014, p. 2)
I restate this quote in its entirety because these reasons coincide with my own
reasons for applying this theory to the classroom, specifically the developmental writing classroom I described in the introduction. The culture of the
developmental writing classroom is diverse, and much of the research done
about best practices in these classrooms, and for the developmental student, is
what Powell et al. call object oriented studies of culture. We cannot consider
the needs of our developmental students, and how best to teach them, without
considering their cultural backgrounds. As detailed above, the backgrounds of
these students often shape their prior knowledge, confidence, support systems,
and access to academic materials, that other students may take for granted.
The authors believe, “An object-oriented approach to understanding culture
also erases the human bodies involved in their makings” essentially “recapitulat[ing] a colonialist/capitalist paradigm” (2014, p. 4). Certainly, reinforcing the
status quo and establishing a colonized environment in the classroom should
not be the intent for any college instructor. How then do we “decolonize” the
classroom? Malea Powell and company believe that narrative is the answer to
decolonizing our scholarship, and I believe the same solution can be applied to
the writing classroom.
Before talking about how to decolonize the developmental writing classroom, I
think it is necessary to provide evidence that the classroom is indeed a colonized space. Instructors of composition, particularly in the first-year writing
classroom, teach their students about the expectations of academic discourse.
Most curriculums include lessons on academic language, writing styles,
genres, and sometimes even proper topic choices. These lessons work within
the dominant culture’s rules and expectations for academia, and come with a
set of assumptions about what students already know and do. However, many
under-represented minority (URM) students in developmental classes are miss67

ing a connection to what Rebecca Williams Mlynarczyk calls, “the work, the
words and the world of the academy” (2014, p. 11). Mlynarczyk argues that the
academy’s definition of “academic language” values persuasive and argumentative genres, writing that provides logic and evidence rather than experience and
intuition. Those students who have not had the privilege of being exposed to
the world of the academy, must feel lost and frustrated, reaffirming the notion
that their words, their experiences, have no place in the college classroom.
I have often heard the disbelief in my students’ voices as they ask, “I can write
about that?!” Last summer a male student of color, let’s call him Samuel, in my
developmental writing class struggled to find a topic for his problem posing
essay. I had asked the students to first write about a personal experience or
struggle, and then consider whether their experience could also be a problem
for others in society. This personal narrative assignment was meant to not
only help them find a topic, but also to validate their own personal experience,
hopefully giving them confidence in their writerly voice. In my experience, this
sequence of assignments works after they get over the initial surprise that they
can choose topics that relate to their lives. His personal experience essay had
been about finding out he was accepted into our University’s Academic Development program. We spent some time talking about his high school experience
and why he was nervous to come to college. He felt he was not a good writer,
claiming he did not have to write much in high school and that he failed to turn
in his senior essay on time. When I wondered why he had not turned it in on
time, he told me about his female friend getting shot and killed in their last year
of high school. She was a cheerleader and was shot walking home from practice
one afternoon; an innocent victim of a drive by shooting. I had to wonder how
typical this story was to my other URM students. Surely, events like this tragedy
speak to the disadvantage URM students must often overcome. Instead of writing about this event that clearly affected him, and clearly could be attached to a
larger social and political problem in our country, Sam chose a topic he thought
I would rather hear about. One he thought would be considered more “academic” because it had to do with school in some way.
My experiences with Samuel made me realize I needed to change my approach
to brainstorming topics, particularly with URM students, who somewhere
along the way were made to believe their experiences did not matter, did not
have meaning, in the academic world. This belief in a strident definition of what
counts as academic discourse can be dangerous, “If this attitude finds support
in the courses that students take, if teachers insist that students begin by writing
only ‘academic discourse,’ that they should never use the word ‘I’ in an essay,
that their stories and their languages are not appropriate in college, they will
get a very clear and discouraging message: Your language is not valued here,
and your stories don’t belong” (Mlynarczyk. 2014, p. 11). This is a belief that
FYW instructors must reverse in order for students to gain agency over their
academic work and succeed in college. While it does not seem likely that we
will overhaul academic standards that have been in place for hundreds of years
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(never mind the fact they were created by and for white men only), there are
ways to work within the system, teaching students what they need to succeed in
the academic world while at the same time validating their personal experience
and language use outside of the classroom. This is where we begin to decolonize
the classroom. This is where the theory of Cultural Rhetorics and its focus on
narrative enter the picture.
The narrative genre is useful, in fact maybe even essential, to creating a
decolonized space that welcomes the diverse experiences students bring into the
classroom. Malea Powell stresses the importance of stories in creating livable,
safe spaces, “Stories take place, stories practice place into space, stories produce
habitable spaces” (2012, p. 391). As a teacher of mostly first year students, my
goal is to create a safe space, a “habitable space” in the classroom, a space my
students feel comfortable participating in discussion and choosing essay topics
that relate to their experience. Too often participation is lacking in classroom
discussion, and I admit I first thought my students must just be lazy, or I took it
personally. I soon realized they just have not yet learned that they have a voice,
and that their voice matters. It matters to me, their classmates, and anyone else
who can be bothered to listen. They have opinions, beliefs, and values but they
do not always match up with those of the dominant culture, those they have
been taught are the values that matter. They do not always realize, “how their
bodies are marked and mobilized in dominant culture, their language and how
their language is represented in dominant culture, their lives and how their
lives are denigrated as not quite good enough without the fix of Western literacy
instruction, how so many of us believe they should be ‘saved’ from their lowly,
savage lives” (Powell, 2012, p. 401). It is our job as instructors of composition
and rhetoric to show them their experiences, though outside the dominant
culture, still have value. It is “our job as teachers to always reframe ‘the’ way as
one way, as a set of specific cultural values embodied in particular practices so
that all of our students learn to see those value systems at work” (Powell, 2012,
p. 401). How then do we begin the process of reframing a learning process that
presents dominant cultural practice as innate rather then carefully constructed?
The answer to this question goes back to the writing we assign our students
and the importance of the narrative genre. As mentioned above, however, we
must also give our students the skills they need to work within the presiding
world of academic language. I propose we start by creating a course unit focused
on narrative; literacy narratives work well when URM students make up the
majority of the class, which they often do in developmental writing courses.
There should be freedom and flexibility in the narrative assignment. Students
write their stories, in their language, in whichever form they choose. I will give
further detail on form later in this essay, but for now I want to focus on the
stories and the language used to tell them. Intuition tells us to instruct our students on using descriptive and figurative language, making use of the five senses,
and creating a clear, chronological timeline when constructing a narrative. We
are compelled to correct comma splices and clean up slang if it is not part of
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dialogue. What kind of stories would we hear if we did not force students to
conform to the rules of one certain genre? What can we learn from our student’s
voices when we do not ask them to follow academic discourse conventions? Once
as I was reading a student narrative written by an Asian American student in
my basic writing class, I came across a simile I could not make sense of. When I
questioned this student about the phrase, offering a suggestion that fit within the
language of the dominant culture, she told me this simile was common in her
country. It was bad luck to spill salt on the floor, so one got an unspeakable feeling of dread when doing so. Her phrase now made perfect sense within the context of her story. It is worth noting that most of her narrative, a detailed account
of leaving her family to be a nanny for an American family so she could attend
an American high school, was written in “broken English.” And it was also
beautifully descriptive and significant. Appreciating and valuing this student’s
work is an example of practicing Translingualism. This “approach to language
is one that minimizes or even ignores an either/or approach to storytelling vs.
‘academic discourse’” which “eliminates the need to prescribe a particular form
of discourse for our students” (Mlynarczyk, 2014, p. 12).
Forms of discourse are more varied than in the past thanks to our increasing reliance on technology. Scholarly buzz words such as translinguality and
multimodality have begun to inform our pedagogy, particularly in composition
and communication courses. These theories express the importance of bridging
the divide between our student’s knowledge, experience, and expertise with
our own, now slightly outdated, ways of communication. For instance, most of
our students are writing and communicating online through social networks.
Coupled with the misguided notion of what constitutes “formal writing,”
students have more and more difficulty connecting the elements of composition to their real-world experiences and thus lose interest. This loss of interest
can be particularly true for URM students in developmental writing classes.
Multimodal theory allows students to “use creatively a much wider repertoire
of conventions, language varieties, and other meaning-making resources than
are typically afforded them in, say, traditional college writing courses” (Shipka, 2016, p. 254). Using multimodality increases the chances that students
will be able to connect their writing outside the classroom to the academic
conventions we teach, further increasing student agency and confidence. For
under-represented minority students, translingual theory may help them to feel
equal to those students who are already familiar with academic conventions
due to unequal life circumstances. By “encourage[ing] a consideration of texts,
materials, and practices from the past, from other cultures and nations, as well
as those associated with one’s projected future,” students are able to find value
in conventions and forms of communication outside the status quo (Shipka,
2016, p. 255). These theories call on instructors and students to examine their
practices and thought process:
Asking students (and asking ourselves) to consider the differences between the
texts, practices, and communicative technologies encountered in one sociocul70

tural context versus those associated with another helps facilitate discussions
about how and why certain linguistic forms, cultural conventions, materials, or
rhetorical strategies might be favored, and so, pursued and valued (and/or standardized) over any number of others one imagines capable of doing the same or
similar type of work. (Shipka, 2014, p. 255)
One way for students to begin this consideration is through what Christina
Cedillo calls “multimodal home places.” Cedillo defines these “home places” as,
“A complex of personal ties, cultural and communal values, and linguistic conventions that make existence a life—plus the established modalities and technologies needed to express and maintain those relations” (Cedillo, 2017, p. 3).
She stresses that it is important to “embrace communal and personal literacies
that permit students to enter and negotiate different discourse communities
organically rather than focusing strictly on finished texts and discrete scenes of
composition” (Cedillo, 2017, p. 6). Students working within multimodal home
places may choose to communicate through a meme, a rap, or even a recipe,
“transforming the prescriptive space of the classroom into one that recognizes
and reinforces those real-world community literacies” (Cedillo, 2017, p. 6).
However, I would be remiss if I did not admit that the rules and conventions of
academic language are necessary knowledge for student success. Our institutions live by these conventions and this mindset is not changing anytime soon.
There are various definitions and lists of requirements for academic language.
One such list that I have my students read to begin the conversation on academic discourse, privileges the following skills:
>> Writers respond to what others have said about their topic.
>> Writers state the value of their work and announce the plan for their papers.
>> Writers acknowledge that others might disagree
with the position they’ve taken.
>> Writers adopt a voice of authority.
>> Writers use academic and discipline-specific vocabulary.
>> Writers emphasize evidence, often in tables, graphs,
and images. (Thonney, 2011, p. 348)
There are several points on this list that prove problematic to both students
and instructors of composition. First, this list leaves no room for the narrative
genre. Writers of narratives do not have to “state the value of their work” it is
implied through the story’s significance. They also do not have to “respond
to what others have said about their topic” or “acknowledge that others might
disagree” with them. Not to mention, teaching students to “adopt a voice of
authority” is difficult, if not impossible. Students find confidence and authority
through writing what they know in a familiar style and form. Thonney argues
that, “There are shared features that unite academic writing, and that by introducing these features to first-year students we provide them with knowledge
they can apply and refine in each new discipline they encounter” (2011, p. 247).
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It may be true that these features are common across disciplines in academic
writing, but Thonney does not seem to take into consideration that all of these
valued elements are constructed by the dominant culture. Standard methods
of teaching these elements does not apply to all students. Where then can we
find a “point of contact between stories and academic discourse” (Rose, 1989)?
As I mentioned previously, my narrative assignment eventually turns into an
analysis essay that examines a societal problem that they hopefully discovered
while writing their narrative. There is much scaffolding that comes between the
narrative assignment and the final analysis essay, all steps working towards the
goal of understanding how academic conventions work and why they dominate
while simultaneously giving students confidence in their voice and their realworld life experience.
A focus on “real-world community literacies” brings me back to Malea Powell
et al. and their focus on a “cultural rhetorics practice” through the narrative
form. This practice, “opens the door for rhetoric (lowercase intended) to be
seen and heard as a series of stories, none of which can really be heard without
listening for other stories, and all of which impact and are impacted by the
relationships between them” (Powell et al., 2014, p. 14). If students in a developmental writing class are able to write their stories and share them with the class
in a form that makes the most sense to their cultural home place, imagine the
interactions that could take place, widening their definition of discourse and
broadening their understanding of valued conventions. Thereby giving voice to
their experience and reshaping the cultural norms for what constitutes valid,
valuable writing. A practice of cultural rhetorics, “is never a practice of individuals making knowledge on their own; it’s always a part of a larger community,
a larger conversation, a network of relations” (Powell et al., 2014, p. 27). Our
classrooms are a community, and we can create a sense of mutuality and respect
by acknowledging the discourses of our student’s cultures even if they fall outside the dominant culture’s definition of academic language.
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